With the development of NLP technologies, news can be automatically categorized and labeled according to a variety of characteristics, at the same time be represented as low dimensional embeddings. However, it lacks a systematic approach that effectively integrates the inherited features and inter-textual knowledge of news to represent the collective information with a dense vector. With the aim of filling this gap, the News2vec model is proposed to allow the distributed representation of news taking into account its associated features. To describe the cross-document linkages between news, a network consisting of news and its attributes is constructed. Moreover, the News2vec model treats the news node as a bag of features by developing the Subnode model. Based on the biased random walk and the skip-gram model, each news feature is mapped to a vector, and the news is thus represented as the sum of its features. This approach offers an easy solution to create embeddings for unseen news nodes based on its attributes. To evaluate our model, dimension reduction plots and correlation heat-maps are created to visualize the news vectors, together with the application of two downstream tasks, the stock movement prediction and news recommendation. By comparing with other established text/sentence embedding models, we show that News2vec achieves state-of-the-art performance on these news-related tasks.
Introduction
News, carrying a large amount of information, can often guide public opinions, affect people's behavior and drive the evolution of social events. In the era of information, news text is considered to be a part of big data that is continuously updated. In order to facilitate the performance of downstream NLP tasks, it is rather essential to find an efficient way to represent news as continuous vectors that contain the collective information of its inherited features and the inter-textual knowledge between different news.
The most straightforward approach to embed news is to directly treat it as textual data and apply text/sentence embedding models. To represent texts/sentences as vectors, one of the classic techniques is to perform numerical operations on the word vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013b) , which is recognized as a simple but powerful baseline (Conneau et al., 2018) . SDAE (Vincent et al., 2010) uses an auto-encoder to compress texts into a low-dimensional vector. Paragraph Vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014) learns the distributed representation of sentences and documents by predicting their contexts, i.e., words in the sentence/document. Additionally, Skip-Thought (Li and Hovy, 2014) , FastSent (Hill et al., 2016) and Quick-Though (Logeswaran and Lee, 2018) learn distributed sentence-level representations through the coherence between sentences. BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) proposes a powerful pre-trained sentence encoder which is trained on unsupervised datasets based on the masked language model and next sentence prediction. The major limitation of embedding approaches discussed above is that they produce representations and features that solely describe the contextual information at the document level. In the case of news representation, the connection between different news events is also considered as crucial information that should be incorporated into the news embedding, as well as other labeled features such as the topic category and the polarity of the news.
With the argument that news stories describe events, news event embedding models are developed to offer an alternative solution for the vector representation of news. It is suggested to extract event tuples E = (Actor, P redicate, Object) from headlines and learn vector representations by scoring the correct tuples higher than the corrupted ones (Ding et al., 2015 (Ding et al., , 2016 . Event2vec (Setty and Hose, 2018) is constructed on a classified news event database from Wikipedia 1 , where an event network is created by considering events, entities, event types and years as nodes of different types. The Event2vec model thus produces distributed vector representations of news events based on the network embedding mechanisms, which lacks the flexibility of generating vectors for nodes outside the trained network. In addition, the weights of some edges in the event network are determined by objective assumptions since types and years are not comparable.
In this study, the News2vec model is proposed to learn distributed representations of news, with the embedded vectors containing not only the semantic and labeled information, but also the latent connections between different news events. We start by building the news network that connects the news nodes with their corresponding event element nodes in order to create the aggregated news context that describes both the semantic information and the background linkages between different news events (See Figure 1 for a simplified example of the news network). According to Figure 1 , the two pieces of news Alibaba reinvested Suning af ter three years and Suning s second − half prof it rose by 5% are connected by sharing the same contextual element Suning. The verbal keywords reinvest and rise of the two different news are thus connected through their common node Suning and become the latent contextual element of the other news. Based on the constructed news network, the biased random walk approach (Grover and Leskovec, 2016 ) is adopted to generate adequate number of connected node sequences which are later used in the network embedding. Inspired by the Subword model (Bojanowski et al., 2016) , we further represent each news node as a bag of news features including semantic features, categorical features, time features, etc.. The vector representation of the news feature is thus obtained based on the skip-gram architecture (Mikolov et al., 2013a) , and the news vectors are computed as the sum of its feature embeddings.
The advantages of the proposed News2vec model are twofold. First, the News2vec embed-1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal: Currentevents Figure 1 : Simplified sample of the news network dings capture both the semantic features and the potential connections between news by constructing the news network. Second, the Subnode model offers an easy solution to create embeddings for unseen (news) nodes outside the trained network, at the same time enriches the node vector with its node attributes (news features). As the experiments suggest, the News2vec model achieves state-of-the-art performance on the news-related downstream tasks, namely the stock movement prediction and news recommendation.
The News2vec Model
In this section, the formation of the News2vec model is discussed in terms of the news network construction and news embedding based on the Subnode model. According to Figure 2 , news elements including entities, actions and nouns, are first extracted from the news titles and texts. Based on these elements and their term frequencyinverse document frequency (tf-idf), the news network is built and sequences of nodes are sampled by the biased random walk. News nodes in these sequences are then represented as bags of extracted news features. The associated vector is thus assigned to each feature by the Subnode model.
News Network
The News2vec model creates news embeddings based on the news network that connects news with their elements. With the argument that a piece of news often describes one or several events which could be represented as a collection of elements, this study extracts news elements as enti- ties, actions and nouns from news titles and texts, with respect to their tf-idf scores. Specifically, the tf-idf is a well recognized tool to measure the importance of a word/phrase inside the document and to extract the representative elements at the document level. The tf-idf score is formulated as:
where n k,e denotes the number of the news element k in the news story e, whereas its denominator is the total number of words/phrases in the news document. |D| is the total number of documents, the denominator represents the number of stories containing the element k. In a nutshell, the tf-idf assigns a higher score to the element which appears more frequently in the news story than in others.
After determining the elements of news, the news network is hence constructed by connecting the news nodes e ∈ V e of the news title and published time with its element nodes k ∈ V k . The weights of connective edges (e, k) are computed based on the importance of the element to the news, which is determined by their tf-idf scores. The weight of an edge (e, k) is computed as:
(2) where Z is a normalization constant.
Network Embedding with Subnode Information

Network embedding
The New2vec network embedding is based on the Node2vec (Grover and Leskovec, 2016) model, with the objective to learn a latent feature vector F (v) for each node v ∈ V that maximizes the probability of predicting the node v s network neighborhood N (v). The objective function is written as:
Given the feature vector of node v, it is assumed that the prediction probabilities of its neighborhoods are independent from each other, which leads to:
To solve the objective function and obtain the optimized node representations, the skip-gram architecture (Mikolov et al., 2013a ) is adopted on the basis of network neighboring sequences sampled by the biased random walk. To reduce the computational cost, negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013b ) is used to replace the softmax classifier by multiple logistic binary classifiers. The optimizer is the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). Different from the uniform random walk of DeepWalk (Perozzi et al., 2014) , News2vec uses the Breadth-first Search (BFS) and the Depth-first Search (DFS) as its search strategies. Suppose that the walk just transitioned from t to v and is now walking to its next step node x, BFS determines the next step with a greater chance of revisiting t, i.e., d tx = 0, whilst DFS drives the walk to go deeper and further away from the node t, i.e., d tx = 2. In line with the Node2vec model, News2vec defines a search bias α to control the search preference.
Next, the transition probability of edge (v, x) is defined as the product of the weight of the edge and the bias, i.e., αvx×wvx Z where Z is a normalization constant. Explicitly, if p < q, the walk is width-first which indicates that there is a greater chance to revisit the original node and sample the nodes around it, that is, semantically similar news. If p > q, the walk is depth-first and tends to go to nodes that are not passed before, which leads to the exploration of news with latent relations. During the random walk, each node is used as a starting vertex for a fixed-length walk to produce a group of sequences. Based on the skipgram model, we can train vector representations of nodes on these sequences.
Subnode model
Classic skip-gram model assigns a distinct vector to each word, neglecting the morphology information of words. With the purpose of addressing this problem, the Subword (Bojanowski et al., 2016) model represents each word using a bag of character n−grams, and the word vector is thus the summation of its character n−grams. The major advantage of the Subword model is that it allows the computation of word vectors that are not in the trained corpus by using their character n−gram vectors. Inspired by the Subword model, we introduce the Subnode model to solve network embedding problems by offering a solution to create inferential vectors of unseen news nodes outside the trained network, at the same time incorporate node attributes to the node vectors.
The biased random walk produces sequences of news and event element nodes from the news network. The proposed Subnode model expresses each of the news node as a bag of subnode information of its associated features including semantic features such as event elements with high tf-idf scores, text structure features such as words count and paragraphs count, and side information such as published date, news type and emotion. As a result, each news vertex e ∈ V e is represented as:
words count, paragraph count, month, day, week, type, sentiment, · · · > where word count, paragraph count and sentiment are ordinal data rather than real values. Further, the Subnode model represents a news node as the sum of its features, instead of a distinct vector obtained from the other network embedding models. Therefore, the objective function of news network embedding is expressed as:
where f (g) denotes the vector representation of a news feature. In addition, we remove nodes with only one edge to reduce the sparsity of the network. As it is mentioned in the previous section, the Subnode vector representations of news features are learned based on the skip-gram architecture by optimizing the updated objective function using SGD with negative sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013b) . With an adequately large news network that contains a wide range of features, the Subnode mechanism of News2vec allows the vector representation of an unseen news node directly computed by extracting news features and summing up their corresponding vectors according to the f eature to vector dictionary. See Github 2 for the codes and examples of News2vec.
Experiments
Four experiments are implemented and explored in this section. In particular, we first visualize the News2vec embeddings in terms of the news vectors and feature vectors with the dimension reduction plot and the correlation heat maps. Two downstream experiments, i.e. the stock movement prediction and news recommendation, are then conducted to examine the News2vec model in comparison with other established text/sentence embedding models. Overall, News2vec achieves state-of-the-art performances in these news-related tasks which demonstrates its validity of addressing potential relevance of news via the network, as well as the integrated consideration of the news features.
Visualization of News Vectors
In this section, the THUCTC 3 (THU Chinese Text Classification) news data set is used to train the vectors of news features, including the semantic features and four additional features, namely type, words count, paragraph count and sentiment. We determine the sentiment by counting positive words over negative words. There are 14 types of news in the news corpus and we randomly take 6,000 pieces of news from each type as the training set. In the test set, we additionally extract 1,000 pieces of news from each type. Based on these 84,000 pieces of news in the training set, we learn a vector representation of 128 dimensions for each news feature. The news vectors in the test set are 4846 then computed, whereas their dimension reduction plots are produced using the t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE). Figure 3 shows the dimension reduction results of news vectors in the test set. According to the right panel, a high level of clustering is observed, indicating that News2vec allows the embedding of type information into news vectors after incorporating the type feature. Moreover, the distance between two clusters is in-line with the relevancy between the clustered topics in reality. In particular, neighboring relationships are exhibited between similar topics such as sports & lottery ticket, current affairs & society, stock & finance, and fashion & entertainment, whilst the distance between less relevant clusters, such as constellation & finance, game & education, is relatively larger. Nevertheless, the left panel of Figure 3 shows that news embeddings significantly lose classification information once vectors of the type feature are removed from the news vector, which shows that News2vec enriches the news vector representation by the news network and the Subnode information.
Correlations of News Features
In this section, we further investigate the vector correlation between three news features, namely the type, the words count and the sentiment. The correlation coefficients (i.e., normalized cosine similarity) heat maps for each feature are displayed in Figure 4 .
The correlation heat map of news type features (upper panel) supports the conclusion in Section 3.1. It is observed that vector pairs of close topics such as type : Stock and type : F inance are highly correlated, indicating stock news and financial news share similar contextual elements. Other highly correlated pairs include sports and lottery ticket news, game and technology news, fashion and entertainment news, etc., whilst less relevant topics show low correlations, such as real estate and constellation, sports and real estate. According to the bottom left panel of Figure 4 , a significant number of dark blocks are observed in the area from wc200 to wc3000 (wc200 means the news is less than 200 words and wc2000 means the news is between 1000 and 2000 words), and there is a clear reduction of correlation once the news exceeds 3,000 words. As it is indicated by the word count correlation heat map, news that has similar numbers of words is more likely to have similar content. The correlation reduction from wc3000 to wc5000 suggests that there is a group of news with specific content, that is often discussed in long articles. Meanwhile, the right bottom of Figure 4 shows that news with close sentiment levels tends to have higher correlations. As the sentiment moves from more positive to more negative, the correlation decreases. Overall, the correlation heat maps show that the News2vec feature vectors are reliable in terms of expressing Subnode information.
Stock Movement Prediction
Experimental settings
We use financial news (2009.10.19 to 2016.10.31) from Sohu 4 to predict the daily movement of Shanghai securities composite index. The news feature vectors are trained based on news from 2009.10.19 to 2015.12.31 and news vectors are computed by summing up these feature vectors. There are five additional news features, namely month, week, sentiment, words count and day.
The length of the walk is fixed at 100, the context size is 10, return hyper-parameter (p in Equation (5)) and input hyper-parameter (q in Equation (5)) are both set to 1.
Predictive model
The predictive model is the long short term memory (LSTM) network (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997 ) with self-attention mechanism (Yang et al., 2016) . As shown in 5, the LSTM model has T time steps (i.e., T days) in total. At each time step, the input is the weighted average of news vectors in that day. Weights are initialized at the beginning and updated by the gradient descent. Based on the attention model, news that is closely related to the stock price movement is assigned with higher weights.
In this paper, we use the previous 20 days' (T = 20) news to predict the next day's stock index movement. The output layer is a Softmax classfier that indicates whether the index goes UP (rise percent > 0.33%), DOWN (rise percent < −0.29%) or PRESERVE (−0.29% < rise percent < 0.33%). We employ a rolling window with size = 20 and strider = 1 to augment the sample. News before 2016 is used as the training set, whilst news after 2016 is used as the test-validation set. 
Results
As for the baseline models, we include several established embedding approaches to compute news vectors in the experiment of the stock movement prediction:
Average BOW: News embedding is represented as the average of word vectors in the news titles and bodies (Hu et al., 2018) . Word embedding is obtained by training the skip-gram Word2vec model (Mikolov et al., 2013a) .
Doc2vec: Paragraph Vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014) : News texts are represented as dense vectors by the Paragraph Vector model (Akita et al., 2016) .
Event embedding (Ding et al., 2015 (Ding et al., , 2016 : Event tuples are extracted from headlines and represented as vector representations by scoring the correct tuples higher than the corrupted tuples.
In addition, we apply a sentence-level encoder BERT to encode news headlines as another baseline model:
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) : Average pooling is used to get a fixed representation of a headline based on the Chinese pre-trained model 5 .
The proposed News2vec model is implemented separately with and without the five additional features (i.e. month, week, sentiment, words count and day):
News2vec-: News vectors are the summation of solely the semantic features (i.e., event elements).
News2vec+: News vectors are the summation of all news features including the semantic and the five additional features. In Table 1 , test results are presented according to two measurements, namely the accuracy (Acc) and the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC). We find the News2vec model outperforms BERT and all the other baseline models both in terms of the Acc and MCC, with a lower dimension of 128 (The dimension of BERT embeddings is 764). 5 https://github.com/google-research/ bert#pre-trained-models As the MCC suggests, Doc2vec, Event embedding and BERT produce stock movement predictions of similar qualities as the news vectors generated by the three approaches uniformly limit to the semantic information of news articles. As for news-driven stock price prediction, it is more reasonable to take into account the potential connections between news, such as having similar background story or leading to the same event, and reflect the connection by embed similar values in certain dimensions of the news vectors. In the case of the New2vec+ model, we find that extra features contribute to the improvement of the MCC, indicating the New2vec representations are able to capture the latent connections between news events. After considering all news features, the results are improved by 0.028, showing their positive effect on stock movement predictions. It is worth-mentioning that the New2vec model is performed in an unsupervised manner as all features are extracted from common news text without any artificial label or trained classifier. We believe that there is a large chance to further improve the result once artificial labels such as the polarity are incorporated.
News Recommendation
Experiment settings
In this section, a news recommendation task is implemented based on the data of news browsing records (2014.2 to 2014.3) using the news embedding models 6 . The obtained data set contains 16214 news browsing sequences in total, which is split into halfs for testing and fine-tuning, respectively. The overall objective is to recommend news based on the content by computing the cosine similarities of the news vectors.
News recommendations are made for each news by selecting the top ten news with the highest vector similarities. The recommendation is considered to be successful as long as the next browse in the sequence belongs to the ten news articles selected. We compute the success rate for each sequence. The average success rate of all sequences is the final evaluation result for the embedding model.
Since the news titles are absent in the data set, event elements are only extracted from news bodies. As a result, we only use the text-level em-bedding models (i.e., Paragraph Vector and Average BOW) as the baselines to compare with the News2vec model. We use the trained news feature vectors in the previous section as the initial inputs of the new news network (Sohu+rec). Moreover, half of the news sequences are employed to fine-tune these vectors (Sohu+rec+seq). Due to the lack of information, only sentiment and word counts are included as the extra news features together with the existing semantic features. Table 2 , it is observed that the success rate improves significantly after fine-tuning the news vectors with respect to the news browsing sequences. In comparison with Paragraph Vector, News2vec (Sohu+rec) demonstrates no significant advantage without sequence fine-tuning (Sohu+rec+seq), indicating potential connections between news have limited effect on this task. Nonetheless, News2vec achieves state-of-art performance after sequence fine-tuning. On the other hand, the result of Paragraph Vector cannot be further improved by fine-tuning. A possible explanation is that the Paragraph Vector model assigns a distinct vector to each of the news articles, thus inconsistency between news in different news browsing sequences is easily created by the sequence-level fine-tuning. On the other hand, fine-tuned News2vec embeddings carry the information of both the news network and the browsing sequences by treating the browsing sequence as a special sequence generated by the biased random walk. In addition, it is found that with finetuning, the additional features tend to have positive effects on the recommendation task (see Sohu to Sohu+rec+seq without extra features and Sohu to Sohu+rec+seq with extra features). As a matter of fact, additional news features, such as the release time and type, are considered to contain important information for news recommendation tasks. Unfortunately, due to the lack of data, only two extra features are included in this experiment.
Evaluation of news recommendation
Related Work
In most cases, news embeddings are directly created by sentence/text embedding approaches (Ding et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2018; Vargas et al., 2017; Akita et al., 2016) , that are often divided into two groups: the unsupervised and the supervised models. For unsupervised learning, the autoencoder model is an early solution to compress text data (Vincent et al., 2010) . Inspired by word embedding, Paragraph Vector (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Li et al., 2016) represents texts or sentences as vectors based on the co-occurrence relation between words and documents, whilst Skip-Thought (Li and Hovy, 2014) , FastSent (Hill et al., 2016) and Quick-Though (Logeswaran and Lee, 2018) are based on the coherence between sentences. For supervised learning-based models, most methods use sentence encoder such as LSTM or Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) to encode word vectors into sentence vectors and train the encoder on various NLP tasks (Conneau et al., 2017; Cer et al., 2018) .
Conclusions
In this paper, we develop the News2vec model that learns the vector representation of news articles by constructing a news network. The Subnode model is further proposed to allow the embedding of unseen (news) nodes outside the existing network, at the same time to enrich the news vector with its associated feature vectors. Compared to other established text embedding models, the News2vec embedding contains not only the information of the contextual relationship between news and its event elements, but also potential connections as the network goes deeper. According to the dimension reduction plots and correlation heat-maps, it is suggested that the news/feature vectors contain adequate information as expected. Two downstream tasks, the newsdriven stock movement prediction and news recommendation, show the News2vec embeddings demonstrate the latent connections between news articles, and the integration of news features enhances the model's performance in comparison to the baseline models.
